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Tool to find and request data

- Verify research
- Build off research
- Innovate
- Use as an educational resource
Push Button.  
Request Data.  
Make Progress.
Open Data Button beta

The Open Data Button has launched!

Get access to data to fuel your research.

Need access to research data?
We can help.


Hidden data is hindering research. The Open Data Button allows you to request research data at the click of a button. When a researcher releases the requested data it can be seen, reused, and built upon for further innovation.

Learn more about how it works

opendatabutton.org
Email the author request system

This data isn’t available.
You can submit a request to the author.

Enter author’s email

Enter the article title

With this data I could...

Please finish the sentence above. This will be sent to the author. e.g. ‘compare my results with yours’ or ‘compile a new dataset for a larger study’

Your story is important to email the author, ready why.

Send a new request
29 requests for access are in progress

924 people need access to data
Can you help them?
Add your support - get the data

You can help make this data available by supporting this request.

(Optional) please tell us what you would use this data for

Add your support
Open Data Button

Request for data supporting the article

8 people have been unable to access this content, and support this request

ADD YOUR SUPPORT
Incentivizing data sharing
39%

Reported open data in Psychological Science
But what if researchers were asked?
Next Up

- - -

● Open Data Button on article pages
  ○ Partnering with publishers
● Tracking if data is re-used
● Notifying partner librarians
  ○ “Dr. Smith at your institution has received a request for their data.”
  ○ Increase utilization of institutional repositories
● Would partnering with OER creators be helpful?
Download your free Open Data Button at opendatabutton.org

@OA_Button
hello@openaccessbutton.org